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“12 Labours of Hercules” is a time management
strategy game. Do you want to complete your
first adventure, or you’re a veteran player?
Then, great news! In the newest installment of
the “Labours”, you will meet the same pythons,
challenging bosses and traps, as before! But
you will discover new, more diverse locations
and time settings. If the ancient gods don’t want
to lose their favorite hero, then they will give
him many questions to answer and save the
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world from the clutches of time! Therefore, a
new time management strategy game is added
to the “Labours” series. Help Hercules overcome
challenges and obstacles! This time, your goal
will be to complete all your new tasks, including
solving puzzles, beating bosses and finding the
necessary items! However, try to stay alive,
because hidden traps can seriously spoil your
experience. Your fragile character can disappear
at any moment. If you press Esc, you can return
to the main menu and try again, but you’ll have
to work harder to get through the next level.
Don’t forget that your character in the game is a
mortal. If you die, you will lose everything
you’ve accomplished. So be careful and pick up
everything you need to complete your goal. But
don’t forget to save the world! It’s a story of
Hero. One bright sunny day, brave Hercules is
sleeping in a hammock next to a cook fire.
Suddenly, a thunderbolt wakes the hero up and
his donuts get burnt. All the plans of poor
Hercules are ruined and he dozed off again. But
what should he do? To make things right, he
decides to turn time back to the past and move
the clock’s hand back a little. He doesn’t know
that his action is a terrible mistake, which will
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lead to a trip through history, to thousands of
levels, challenges and dangers. However, brave
Hercules is not alone. Don’t forget to save the
world! A new 12LaboursofHerculesisaddedto the
saga! Combine the skills of a young Hercules
with the strength of his new allies. Choose the
time, location and mode of game play to your
liking. Enjoy “12 Labours of Hercules XII:
Timeless Adventure”, and help Hercules to avoid
traps, beat enemies, solve puzzles, and reach
the goal. Test your
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Elevenses Features Key:
Play Unlimited The Season Pass options include:
Play the Game to unlock several Hollywood-style walkthroughs
Play all 50 unlockable missions in the Snap Shoot'em Up mode
Play all 50 unlockable missions in the Stealth mode
Play all the unlockable News & Views
Unlock the Hard Corps FAQ
Play Collectibles in the Snap Shoot'em Up mode
Play Collectibles in the Stealth mode
Unlock the Collector's Chest for all Collectibles in the Snap Shoot'em Up
Unlock the Collector's Chest for all Collectibles in the Stealth mode
Unlock Keymaster Mode at any level
Unlock Boss Mode at any level
Collect T-Cups in the Snap Shoot'em Up and Stealth mode.
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Unlock
Unlock
Unlock
Unlock
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the Hard Corps FAQ by reading News & Views
Collectibles by reading News & Views
level upgrade tiles by reading News & Views
ammo limit upgrades by reading News & Views
hidden level by reading News & Views

Unlock Tekken Pro 10 secret character
Unlock Tekken Master secret character
Unlock a Character Bonus:
Character: Jaboukie Phun; High Speed Bonus: Triangle
Character: Eliza Borrego; High Speed Bonus: Circle
Character: Batsu; High Speed Bonus: Cross
Unlock all Character Bonus
Unlock a Combo Bonus
Character: Michelle Chang; Combo Bonus: X
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